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(54) IMAGING MODULE

(57) An imaging module of the invention includes: an
image-sensing device that includes a terminal group hav-
ing a plurality of image-sensing terminals; a flexible sub-
strate that includes: a first surface, a second surface lo-
cated on the opposite side of the first surface, and con-
ductors provided on the first surface and the second sur-

face; a single-core wire unit that is located between the
image-sensing device and the flexible substrate, electri-
cally connects the terminal group to the conductor, and
includes a plurality of single-core wires each having flex-
ibility; and a coaxial cable that is connected to the con-
ductor.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an imaging
module.
[0002] This application claims priority from Japanese
Patent Application No. 2018-011813 filed on January 26,
2018, the contents of which are incorporated herein by
reference in their entirety.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] An imaging module having a configuration in
which a solid-state image sensing device (hereinbelow,
may be simply referred to as an image-sensing device)
is electrically connected to an end of an electrical cable
with a wiring substrate interposed therebetween is often
employed in electronic endoscopes (for example, Patent
Document 1).
[0004] In this kind of imaging module, a plurality of ends
of the electrical cable are electrically connected to wiring
of the wiring substrate, and each electrical cable is elec-
trically connected to the image-sensing device via the
wiring of the wiring substrate.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0005] (Patent Document 1) Japanese Unexamined
Patent Application, First Publication No. 2006-109097

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0006] In an imaging device such as an endoscope us-
ing the aforementioned imaging module, a configuration
is often employed in which a plurality of electrical cables
connected to an imaging module and a wiring substrate
of the imaging module are accommodated in a tube. Fur-
thermore, an back end that is opposite to the imaging
module side of the electrical cable of this imaging device
is drawn from the tube and is electrically connected to
an image processing device that receives imaging sig-
nals from the electrical cable and displays an image on
a display device such as a monitor.
[0007] In recent years, an endoscope having a further
small diameter is required, as an electrical cable used in
a transmission path of the endoscope, an ultrafine elec-
trical cable is employed. However, a pixel signal trans-
mitted through the above-described electrical cable eas-
ily receives noise from the outside in the transmission
path. Accordingly, it is necessary that a Micro ultrafine
coaxial wire which is not a single electrical cable and is
configured to include an internal conductor and an exter-
nal conductor is used in the transmission path.

[0008] On the other hand, in order to obtain electrical
connection with respect to terminals formed on a sub-
strate or the like, approximately 1 mm is required at a
minimum as an exposed conductor length of each of the
internal conductor and the external conductor of the co-
axial wire. Consequently, a length of an endoscope
(length in vertical direction with respect to an imaging
surface of an image-sensing device) includes a length of
a lens, a thickness of the image-sensing device, and an
exposed conductor length of the coaxial wire.
[0009] For example, in an imaging module having a
flexible substrate on which an image-sensing device is
mounted or an imaging module having a three-dimen-
sional wiring substrate on which an image-sensing de-
vice is mounted, a length (rigid portion length) from a lens
end to a soldered portion of a signal cable is large. For
a specific example, a rigid portion length of the configu-
ration in which an image-sensing device is mounted on
a flexible substrate is approximately 4.8 mm, and a rigid
portion length of the configuration in which an image-
sensing device is mounted on a three-dimensional wiring
substrate is approximately 4.1 mm. In the case of apply-
ing the imaging module having the above-described rigid
portion length to a head-swing endoscope or the like, a
head swing radius increases, and there is a problem in
that it is difficult to use the endoscope in a further fine
and narrow environment.
[0010] Moreover, although a method of directly solder-
mounting a coaxial wire on an image-sensing device
without use of the flexible substrate or the three-dimen-
sional wiring substrate may be considered, it is necessary
to separate one coaxial wire into an internal conductor
and an external conductor and carry out operation of con-
necting the internal conductor and the external conductor
which were separated therefrom to an extremely small
image-sensing device. In this case, a level of difficulty of
the connection operation is high, and it is difficult to eco-
nomically manufacture imaging modules.
[0011] In addition, since a connection portion to which
a coaxial wire and a terminal are to be connected is hard-
ened due to solder or conductive adhesive, in the case
of bending the connection portion, there is an extremely
high possibility that a conductor of the coaxial wire is
broken. Accordingly, in the case of applying a conven-
tional imaging module to the above-described head-
swing endoscope or the like, there is a problem in that a
movable region at the distal end of the endoscope is lim-
ited.
[0012] One aspect of the invention provides an imaging
module which is applicable to a head-swing endoscope
that has a small diameter, achieves a large movable re-
gion, and can be used in a small head swing radius.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0013] In order to solve the above problem, an imaging
module according to an aspect of the invention includes:
an image-sensing device that includes a terminal group
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having a plurality of image-sensing terminals; a flexible
substrate that includes: a first surface, a second surface
located on the opposite side of the first surface, and con-
ductors provided on the first surface and the second sur-
face; a single-core wire unit that is located between the
image-sensing device and the flexible substrate, electri-
cally connects the terminal group to the conductor, and
includes a plurality of single-core wires each having flex-
ibility; and a coaxial cable that is connected to the con-
ductor.
[0014] The imaging module according to the aspect of
the invention may further include: solder that connects
the terminal group to the single-core wire unit; solder that
connects the single-core wire unit to the conductor; and
solder that connects the conductor to the coaxial cable.
[0015] The imaging module according to the aspect of
the invention may further include resin that coats: the
solder that connects the terminal group to the single-core
wire unit; the solder that connects the single-core wire
unit to the conductor; and the solder that connects the
conductor to the coaxial cable.
[0016] In the imaging module according to the aspect
of the invention, the terminal group of the image-sensing
device may have a first image-sensing terminal and a
second image-sensing terminal, the conductor of the flex-
ible substrate may have a first conductor provided on the
first surface and a second conductor provided on the sec-
ond surface, and the single-core wire unit may have a
first single-core wire that electrically connects the first
image-sensing terminal to the first conductor and a sec-
ond single-core wire that electrically connect the second
image-sensing terminal to the second conductor.
[0017] In the imaging module according to the aspect
of the invention, the coaxial cable may have two coaxial
cables disposed on the first surface, each of the two co-
axial cables may include an internal conductor and an
external conductor, the flexible substrate may include:
an external conductor terminal formed on the first sur-
face; and a through conductor that penetrates through
the flexible substrate and electrically connects the exter-
nal conductor terminal to the second conductor, the in-
ternal conductor may be electrically connected to the first
image-sensing terminal via the first conductor and the
first single-core wire, and the external conductor may be
electrically connected to the second image-sensing ter-
minal via the external conductor terminal, the through
conductor, the second conductor, and the second single-
core wire.
[0018] The imaging module according to the aspect of
the invention may further include a condenser provided
on at least one of the first surface and the second surface
of the flexible substrate.

Effects of the Invention

[0019] As described above, according to the above-
mentioned aspect of the invention, it is possible to provide
an imaging module which is applicable to a head-swing

endoscope that has a small diameter, achieves a large
movable region, and can be used in a small head swing
radius.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing a schematic
configuration of an imaging module according to an
embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view showing
a schematic configuration of the imaging module ac-
cording to the embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 3A is a view showing a schematic configuration
of a solid-state image sensing device constituting
the imaging module according to the embodiment of
the invention and is an explanatory view showing a
connection structure between the solid-state image
sensing device and a single-core wire unit.
FIG. 3B is a view showing a schematic configuration
of the solid-state image sensing device constituting
the imaging module according to the embodiment of
the invention and is an explanatory view showing the
connection structure between the solid-state image
sensing device and the single-core wire unit.
FIG. 4A is a plan view showing a conductive pattern
formed on a flexible substrate constituting the imag-
ing module according to the embodiment of the in-
vention and is an explanatory view showing a con-
nection structure between a single-core wire unit and
a signal cable.
FIG. 4B is a plan view showing a conductive pattern
formed on the flexible substrate constituting the im-
aging module according to the embodiment of the
invention and is an explanatory view showing the
connection structure between the single-core wire
unit and the signal cable.
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view showing the signal
cable constituting the imaging module according to
the embodiment of the invention.

EMBODIMENTS FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVEN-
TION

[0021] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the invention will
be described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 5.
[0022] In the drawings showing embodiments of the
invention, in order for the respective components to be
of understandable size in the drawings, the dimensions
and the proportions of the components are modified as
needed compared with the real components.
[0023] As shown in FIG. 1, an imaging module 1 ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention includes a
flexible substrate 10, a single-core wire unit 20, a signal
cable 30 (coaxial cable), a solid-state image sensing de-
vice 40 (image-sensing device), a lens unit 50, and a
condenser 60.
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[0024] A region represented by reference numeral 70
is a rigid portion. The rigid portion 70 corresponds to the
lens unit 50, the solid-state image sensing device 40, and
a cable end 21L of the single-core wire unit 20. The total
length of the lens unit 50 and the solid-state image sens-
ing device 40 is approximately 1.7 mm, the length of the
cable end 21L is approximately 0.5 mm. Therefore, the
length of the rigid portion 70 (rigid portion length) is ap-
proximately 2.2 mm.
[0025] A region represented by reference numeral 22
is a region at which a plurality of single-core wires con-
stituting the single-core wire unit 20 bend, that is, a mov-
able region. More specifically, as seen from the side sur-
face and the upper surface of the imaging module 1 (in
the X-direction and the Y-direction), the imaging module
1 can bend at 690 degrees with respect to the extending
direction thereof (Z-direction) in the movable region 22.

(Flexible Substrate 10)

[0026] The flexible substrate 10 includes: a first surface
11U (upper surface); a second surface 11L located on
the opposite side of the first surface 11U (lower surface);
a first conductor 12U (conductor 12) provided on the first
surface 11U; and a second conductor 12L (conductor 12)
provided on the second surface 11L.
[0027] Furthermore, the flexible substrate 10 includes:
an external conductor terminal 12J (conductor 12)
formed on the first surface 11U; and a through conductor
14 that penetrates through the flexible substrate 10 and
electrically connects the external conductor terminal 12J
to the second conductor 12L.
[0028] The single-core wire unit 20 and the conductor
12 are connected to each other by soldering, and the
conductor 12 and the signal cable 30 are connected to
each other by soldering.
[0029] A cable end 21R of a first single-core wire 24
(which will be described below) constituting the single-
core wire unit 20 is electrically connected to the first con-
ductor 12U via solder 15. An internal conductor 31 (which
will be described below) constituting the signal cable 30
is electrically connected to the first conductor 12U via
solder 16. An external conductor 33 (which will be de-
scribed below) constituting the signal cable 30 is electri-
cally connected to the external conductor terminal 12J
via solder 17. A cable end 21R of a second single-core
wire 25 (which will be described below) constituting the
single-core wire unit 20 is electrically connected to the
second conductor 12L via solder 18.
[0030] Particularly, in the embodiment, the signal cable
30 is disposed only on one of the surfaces (first surface
11U) of the flexible substrate 10, electrical connection
between the internal conductor 31 and the first conductor
12U and electrical connection between the external con-
ductor 33 and the external conductor terminal 12J are
carried out on the first surface 11U.
[0031] Note that, conductive patterns of the first con-
ductor 12U, the second conductor 12L, the external con-

ductor terminal 12J, and the through conductor 14 will
be described below.
[0032] Moreover, the solders 15 to 18 are covered with
resist (resin), and the strength of the electrical connection
structure is reinforced by the solders 15 to 18.
[0033] A first resist 13A is provided on the first surface
11U of the flexible substrate 10 so as to cover the solder
15formed on the first conductor 12U. A second resist 13B
is provided so as to cover the solder 16 formed on the
first conductor 12U and the solder 17 formed on the ex-
ternal conductor terminal 12J. A third resist 13C is pro-
vided so as to cover the solder 18 formed on the second
conductor 12L.
[0034] In FIG. 1, as seen in the direction from the solid-
state image sensing device 40 to the lens unit 50, the
signal cable 30 is disposed within an outline of the solid-
state image sensing device 40 on a plane of projection,
and the signal cable 30 does not partially protrude from
the outline of the solid-state image sensing device 40 on
a plane of projection.

(Solid-State Image Sensing Device 40 and Lens Unit 50)

[0035] FIG. 3A is a side view showing a schematic con-
figuration of the solid-state image sensing device 40, and
FIG. 3B is a bottom view showing a schematic configu-
ration of the solid-state image sensing device 40.
[0036] The solid-state image sensing device 40 in-
cludes a light-receiving face 41, a terminal surface 43
located on the opposite side of the light-receiving face
41, and a terminal group 44 provided on the terminal
surface 43. The terminal group 44 has a plurality of im-
age-sensing terminals. In the embodiment, the number
of the image-sensing terminals is four, that is, two first
image-sensing terminals 45 (45A, 45B) and two second
image-sensing terminals 46 (46A, 46B) are provided on
the terminal surface 43.
[0037] The lens unit 50 is connected to the light-receiv-
ing face 41, and a lens unit such as an object lens is
mounted on the lens unit 50. As the solid-state image
sensing device 40, for example, a CMOS (complemen-
tary metal oxide semiconductor) is preferably used.

(Single-Core Wire Unit 20)

[0038] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the single-core wire
unit 20 is located between the solid-state image sensing
device 40 and the flexible substrate 10 and electrically
connects the terminal group 44 to the conductor 12. The
single-core wire unit 20 is configured to include a plurality
of single-core wires having flexibility. In the embodiment,
the number of single-core wires corresponds to the
number of the image-sensing terminals and is four. That
is, the single-core wire unit 20 is constituted of the two
first single-core wires 24 (24A, 24B) and the two second
single-core wires 25 (25A, 25B). The first single-core wire
24 electrically connects the first image-sensing terminal
45 to the first conductor 12U. The second single-core
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wire 25 electrically connects the second image-sensing
terminal 46 to the second conductor 12L.
[0039] Each of the single-core wires 24 and 25 in-
cludes: one conductive wire 26; and an insulating coating
27 that coats the outside of the conductive wire 26. The
insulating coating 27 is removed at both ends of each of
the single-core wires 24 and 25. Consequently, each of
the single-core wires 24 and 25 includes the cable end
21L (first cable end) and the cable end 21R (second cable
end) at which the conductive wire 26 is exposed from the
insulating coating 27.
[0040] An outer diameter of each of the single-core
wires 24 and 25 (outer diameter of the insulating coating
27) is, for example, less than or equal to0.4 mm. A length
of each of the single-core wires 24 and 25 (length the
insulating coating 27) is, for example, 1 cm to 5 cm.
[0041] As a result of shortening the length of the single-
core wire so as to be the aforementioned length, it is
possible to reliably transmit a signal from the solid-state
image sensing device 40 to the flexible substrate 10 with-
out being mostly affected by noise.
[0042] The single-core wire unit 20 having the above-
described configuration is connected to the terminal
group 44 of the solid-state image sensing device 40
shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B by solder 47.
[0043] In the soldered connection structure, the cable
end 21L of the first single-core wire 24A is electrically
connected to the first image-sensing terminal 45A, the
cable end 21L of the first single-core wire 24B is electri-
cally connected to the first image-sensing terminal 45B,
the cable end 21L of the second single-core wire 25A is
electrically connected to the second image-sensing ter-
minal 46A, and the cable end 21L of the second single-
core wire 25B is electrically connected to the second im-
age-sensing terminal 46B.
[0044] Furthermore, the solder 47 is covered with
fourth resist 23 (resin), and the strength of the electrical
connection structure is reinforced by the solder 47.

(Conductive Pattern of Flexible Substrate 10)

[0045] FIGS. 4A and 4B are views each showing a con-
ductive pattern formed on the flexible substrate 10.
[0046] FIG. 4A shows a conductive pattern of the first
conductor 12U formed on the first surface 11U of the
flexible substrate 10. FIG. 4B shows a conductive pattern
of the second conductor 12L formed on the second sur-
face 11L of the flexible substrate 10. FIG. 4B is not a
bottom view showing the second surface 11L but is a
projection view as seen from the first surface 11U shown
in FIG. 4A. Consequently, the portion indicated by the
broken line shown in FIG. 4A corresponds to the portion
indicated by the solid line shown in FIG. 4B.
[0047] Note that, as shown in FIG. 1, although the first
resist 13A, the second resist 13B, and the third resist
13C are formed on the first surface 11U and the second
surface 11L of the flexible substrate 10, the resists 13A,
13B, and 13C are omitted in FIGS. 4A and 4B.

[0048] Reference numeral 12JA corresponds to the
external conductor terminal 12J and is a terminal to which
an external conductor 33A (33) of a first coaxial cable
30A (which will be described below) is connected to via
the solder 17 (hereinbelow, it will be referred to as an
external conductor terminal 12JA).
[0049] Reference numeral 12JB corresponds to the
external conductor terminal 12J and is a terminal to which
an external conductor 33B (33) of a second coaxial cable
30B (which will be described below) is connected to via
the solder 17 (hereinbelow, it will be referred to as an
external conductor terminal 12JB).
[0050] Reference numeral 12IA is a terminal to which
an internal conductor 31A (31) of the first coaxial cable
30A is connected via the solder 16 (hereinbelow, it will
be referred to as an internal conductor terminal 12IA).
[0051] Reference numeral 12IB is a terminal to which
an internal conductor 31B (31) of the second coaxial ca-
ble 30B is connected via the solder 16 (hereinbelow, it
will be referred to as an internal conductor terminal 12IB).
[0052] The internal conductor terminals 12IA and 12IB
constitute part of the first conductor 12U.
[0053] Reference numeral 12HUA is a terminal to
which the cable end 21R of the first single-core wire 24A
is connected (hereinbelow, it will be referred to as an
electrical cable terminal 12HUA).
[0054] Reference numeral 12HUB is a terminal to
which the cable end 21R of the first single-core wire 24B
is connected (hereinbelow, it will be referred to as an
electrical cable terminal 12HUB).
[0055] The electrical cable terminals 12HUA and
12HUB constitute part of the first conductor 12U.
[0056] Reference numeral 12HLA is a terminal to
which the cable end 21R of the second single-core wire
25A is connected (hereinbelow, it will be referred to as
an electrical cable terminal 12HLA).
[0057] Reference numeral 12HLB is a terminal to
which the cable end 21R of the second single-core wire
25B is connected (hereinbelow, it will be referred to as
an electrical cable terminal 12HLB).
[0058] Reference numerals 12CA and 12CB are each
a connection terminal to which a terminal of the condens-
er 60 is connected via solder (hereinbelow, it will be re-
ferred to as connection terminals 12CA and 12CB). The
condenser 60 functions as a bypass condenser that con-
nects the electrical cable terminal 12HLA to the electrical
cable terminal 12HLB.
[0059] The electrical cable terminals 12HLA and
12HLB and the connection terminals 12CA and 12CB
constitute part of the second conductor 12L.
[0060] Note that, although the configuration having the
condenser 60 provided on the second surface 11L of the
flexible substrate 10 is described in the embodiment, it
is only necessary that the condenser 60 is formed on at
least one surface of the first surface 11U and the second
surface 11L of the flexible substrate 10, for example, a
configuration having the condenser 60 provided on the
first surface 11U may be adopted, or a configuration hav-
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ing the condenser 60 provided on both the first surface
11U and the second surface 11L. Moreover, a configu-
ration in which the condenser 60 is not provided may be
adopted.
[0061] Reference numerals 14A and 14B represent the
through conductor 14 (hereinbelow, it will be referred to
as through conductors 14A and 14B). The external con-
ductor terminal 12JA is electrically connected to the elec-
trical cable terminal 12HLA via the through conductor
14A. The external conductor terminal 12JB is electrically
connected to the electrical cable terminal 12HLB via the
through conductor 14B.
[0062] The first conductor 12U and the second con-
ductor 12L formed on the flexible substrate 10 can be
collectively formed by patterning using a known photo-
lithographic technique or the like. Also, the through con-
ductors 14A and 14B can also be formed by a known
method.

(Signal Cable 30)

[0063] As shown in FIG. 5, the signal cable 30 includes
two coaxial cables (a first coaxial cable 30A and a second
coaxial cable 30B), a shield conductor 30C that sur-
rounds the first coaxial cable 30A and the second coaxial
cable 30B, and an outer coating 30D that surrounds the
shield conductor 30C. The shield conductor 30C is pro-
vided on the entire inner peripheral surface of the outer
coating 30D and is formed in a layer shape.
[0064] In FIG. 5, for example, the structure is shown
in which the shield conductor 30C is disposed separately
from a cable contact portion at which the side portions
of the first coaxial cable 30A and the second coaxial cable
30B are in contact with each other, and a space 30E is
present between the cable contact portion and the shield
conductor 30C located at both sides of the cable contact
portion. However, as a cross-sectional structure of the
signal cable 30, a cross-sectional structure is applicable,
in which the shield conductor 30C enters a region of the
space 30E shown in FIG. 5 and a space is substantially
absent among the first coaxial cable 30A, the second
coaxial cable 30B, and the layer-shaped shield conductor
30C.
[0065] Each of the coaxial cables 30A and 30B in-
cludes an internal conductor 31 (31A, 31B), an internal
insulator 32 (32A, 32B), an external conductor 33 (33A,
33B), and an external insulator 34 (34A, 34B). For ex-
ample, the internal conductor 31 is used as a signal line
that supplies a signal to the solid-state image sensing
device 40, and the external conductor 33 is used as a
power supply line that supplies electric power to the solid-
state image sensing device 40.
[0066] As shown in FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 5, the internal
conductor 31A is electrically connected to the internal
conductor terminal 121A. The external conductor 33A is
electrically connected to the external conductor terminal
12JA. The internal conductor 31B is electrically connect-
ed to the internal conductor terminal 12IB. The external

conductor 33B is electrically connected to the external
conductor terminal 12JB.
[0067] Furthermore, in the aforementioned connection
structure, the internal conductor 31A is electrically con-
nected to the first image-sensing terminal 45A via the
first conductor 12U (internal conductor terminal 12IA, the
electrical cable terminal 12HUA) and the first single-core
wire 24A.
[0068] The external conductor 33A is electrically con-
nected to the second image-sensing terminal 46A via the
external conductor terminal 12JA, the through conductor
14A, the second conductor 12L (electrical cable terminal
12HLA), and the second single-core wire 25A.
[0069] The internal conductor 31B is electrically con-
nected to the first image-sensing terminal 45B via the
first conductor 12U (internal conductor terminal 12IB, the
electrical cable terminal 12HUB) and the first single-core
wire 24B.
[0070] The external conductor 33B is electrically con-
nected to the second image-sensing terminal 46B via the
external conductor terminal 12JB, the through conductor
14B, the second conductor 12L (electrical cable terminal
12HLB), and the second single-core wire 25B.
[0071] According to the above-mentioned embodi-
ment, it is possible to electrically connect the coaxial ca-
bles 30A and 30B to the image-sensing terminals 45 and
46 of the solid-state image sensing device 40 via the
flexible substrate 10 and the single-core wire unit 20.
[0072] Moreover, the single-core wire unit 20 includes
the plurality of the single-core wires 24 and 25 each hav-
ing flexibility, the imaging module 1 can flexibly bend at
690 degrees in the movable region 22 of the single-core
wire unit 20. That is, in the case where the imaging mod-
ule 1 is applied to a head-swing endoscope, it is possible
to achieve a head-swing at 690 degrees. Consequently,
it is possible to achieve a head-swing endoscope that
causes the movable region thereof to be less easily lim-
ited and is capable of carrying out a head-swing operation
in a wider movable region.
[0073] Furthermore, since a rigid portion length of the
imaging module 1 is approximately 2.2 mm, the rigid por-
tion length can be shorter than a conventional rigid por-
tion length (approximately 4.8 mm or approximately 4.1
mm). Accordingly, a head swing radius of the imaging
module 1 becomes approximately 2.2 mm, and therefore
it is possible to realize a head swing radius smaller than
that of a conventional imaging module. In accordance
with this, it is possible to use an endoscope provided with
the imaging module in a further fine and narrow environ-
ment.
[0074] Additionally, the solders 15 to 18 and 47 are
covered with the resists 13A, 13B, 13C, and 23, and
therefore the strength of the electrical connection struc-
ture is reinforced by the solders 15 to 18 and 47. As a
result, even in the case where the imaging module 1 is
repeatedly bent with an increase in use frequency of the
head-swing endoscope, the reliability of electrical con-
nection due to the solders can be improved, and it is
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possible to prevent wire breakage.
[0075] While preferred embodiments of the invention
have been described and illustrated above, it should be
understood that these are exemplary of the invention and
are not to be considered as limiting. Additions, omissions,
substitutions, and other modifications can be made with-
out departing from the scope of the invention. Accord-
ingly, the invention is not to be considered as being lim-
ited by the foregoing description, and is only limited by
the scope of the appended claims.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0076] 1...imaging module, 10...flexible substrate,
11L...second surface, 11U...first surface, 12...conductor,
12CA, 12CB...connection terminal, 12HLA, 12HLB,
12HUA, 12HUB...electrical cable terminal, 12IA,
12IB...internal conductor terminal, 12J, 12JA, 12JB...ex-
ternal conductor terminal, 12L...second conductor,
12U...first conductor, 13A...first resist (resin), 13B...sec-
ond resist (resin), 13C...third resist (resin), 14, 14A,
14B...through conductor, 15, 16, 17, 18, 47...solder,
20...single-core wire unit, 21L, 21R...cable end,
22...movable region, 23...fourth resist (resin), 24, 24A,
24B...first single-core wire (single-core wire), 25, 25A,
25B...second single-core wire (single-core wire),
26...conductive wire, 27...insulating coating, 30...signal
cable (coaxial cable), 30A...first coaxial cable, 30B...sec-
ond coaxial cable, 30C...shield conductor, 30D...outer
coating, 30E...space, 31, 31A, 31B...internal conductor,
32, 32A, 32B...internal insulator, 33, 33A, 33B...external
conductor, 34, 34A, 34B...external insulator, 40...solid-
state image sensing device (image-sensing device),
41...light-receiving face, 43...terminal surface, 44...termi-
nal group, 45, 45A, 45B...first image-sensing terminal,
45, 46...image-sensing terminal, 46, 46A, 46B...second
image-sensing terminal, 50...lens unit, 60...condenser,
70...rigid portion

Claims

1. An imaging module comprising:

an image-sensing device that comprises a ter-
minal group having a plurality of image-sensing
terminals;
a flexible substrate that comprises: a first sur-
face, a second surface located on an opposite
side of the first surface, and conductors provided
on the first surface and the second surface;
a single-core wire unit that is located between
the image-sensing device and the flexible sub-
strate, electrically connects the terminal group
to the conductor, and comprises a plurality of
single-core wires each having flexibility; and
a coaxial cable that is connected to the conduc-
tor.

2. The imaging module according to claim 1, further
comprising:

solder that connects the terminal group to the
single-core wire unit;
solder that connects the single-core wire unit to
the conductor; and
solder that connects the conductor to the coaxial
cable.

3. The imaging module according to claim 2, further
comprising
resin that coats: the solder that connects the terminal
group to the single-core wire unit; the solder that con-
nects the single-core wire unit to the conductor; and
the solder that connects the conductor to the coaxial
cable.

4. The imaging module according to any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein
the terminal group of the image-sensing device has
a first image-sensing terminal and a second image-
sensing terminal,
the conductor of the flexible substrate has a first con-
ductor provided on the first surface and a second
conductor provided on the second surface, and
the single-core wire unit has a first single-core wire
that electrically connects the first image-sensing ter-
minal to the first conductor and a second single-core
wire that electrically connect the second image-
sensing terminal to the second conductor.

5. The imaging module according to claim 4, wherein
the coaxial cable has two coaxial cables disposed
on the first surface,
each of the two coaxial cables comprises an internal
conductor and an external conductor,
the flexible substrate comprises: an external conduc-
tor terminal formed on the first surface; and a through
conductor that penetrates through the flexible sub-
strate and electrically connects the external conduc-
tor terminal to the second conductor,
the internal conductor is electrically connected to the
first image-sensing terminal via the first conductor
and the first single-core wire, and
the external conductor is electrically connected to
the second image-sensing terminal via the external
conductor terminal, the through conductor, the sec-
ond conductor, and the second single-core wire.

6. The imaging module according to any one of claims
1 to 5, further comprising
a condenser provided on at least one of the first sur-
face and the second surface of the flexible substrate.
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